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18
Concluding Remarks

The main research goal of this thesis was to identify the principal challenges

towards the Evolution of Things and to address some of these. The principal

challenges we identified are: Birth, Lifetime Adaptation and Procreation and

we have investigated these in depth.

We investigated the evolution of modular robot organisms in two different

contexts. In the first context we investigated how transient ‘multicellular’

organisms emerge through evolution of the individual modules, this falls into

the challenge of Birth. In this context we have shown that evolution can lead

to aggregation behaviour if it is beneficial in the environment. Second, we have

shown that evolution can also promote both aggregation and disaggregation

behaviour in mixed environments. We have also seen that evolution does

not change its strategy unless required by a change in the environment. The
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environment is therefore crucial and in these simulated systems the design of

the environment needs to be very good.

In the second context, we investigated how a system of evolving robot

organisms that form an artificial ecosystem could be constructed and operated,

and what the most important factors influencing the viability of such a system

are. In this context we have elaborated on an all encompassing model called

the Triangle of Life and performed specific investigations into its components

that cover all of the principal challenges.

We investigated the infancy phase of newly born organisms to find a suitable

learning algorithm for learning gaits on unknown morphologies. We tested

several learning methods on several designed shapes, as well as one learning

algorithm on a large number of randomly generated shapes. We found one in

particular, called RL PoWER, that showed fairly good performance on many

shapes. It learned very quickly, while also exhibiting very stable behaviour.

Note that testing the algorithm on a large number of shapes is not common in

this field, however it is important to ascertain the feasibility of the algorithm

with unknown shapes. In addition, potential algorithms should be tested in

multiple environments and on multiple tasks as well.

Furthermore we implemented two versions of the ecosystem, one in a simple

2D simulator, the other in a physically realistic 3D simulator. We found that it

seems possible to build such a system and have a stable evolving population of

robot organisms. In these systems the lifetime of the organisms and the distance

for mating were found to be critical parameters. Lastly a system in which the

robots consist of a limited number of modules made the system very sensitive to

its parameters. It may be a better design choice to build these types of systems

using techniques that allow an unlimited number of robot organisms. Building

these prototypes not only allows us to find potential issues and test several

different implementations, but it also allows us to show module designers what

the capabilities of these modules should be.
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18.1 Ongoing and future work

We have built and investigated systems in which robot organisms undergo

evolution. To build these systems we made many design choices, some of which

were merely the most straightforward options. One particularly limiting choice

is that currently the 3D models used in Webots have no sensors. Sensors of

course are very important for the robot organisms to sense and respond to the

environment and this is something that we would like to add in the near future.

Furthermore, now that we have a prototype system, we can use it to

investigate numerous alternatives to the choices we made including: mate

and parent selection strategies, encodings of body and mind (in particular

generative encodings), learning algorithms, different and multiple environments,

and multiple tasks.

Now that we have created our system in simulation the next step in our

research is building a robotic ecosystem in real hardware. To this end we used

the morphological design space and the corresponding genotype from Auerbach

et al. [5] as a starting point. Based on this design we are constructing a fully

hardware based evolutionary robotic ecosystem. To achieve this we designed

four parent organisms, two of which are shown in Figure 18.1. One of them,

called the spider (cf. Figure 18.1a), has 4 legs in a cross pattern. Another one,

which we coined the gecko (cf. Figure 18.1b), has 4 legs and has a spine with

lateral movement and legs with vertical movement. Not shown here are two

more parents, one of which we call the snake and one with wheels called the

car. These parents were constructed using a 3D printer1 to print the necessary

components. We use a Raspberry Pi A+ running Raspbian to actuate the servo

motors, the Pi is also equipped with a wifi-dongle for communication.

We have ported the reinforcement learning algorithm for gait learning to

the Raspberry Pi. We chose Python as a programming language for its ease

of use with the Pi, as well as portability. Initial tests of the reinforcement

learning algorithm show it works well on these robots, although for now the

fitness evaluation is done by the user. A way to automate the fitness evaluation

1We used the Creator Pro by Flashforge: http://www.flashforge-usa.com/
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(a) Spider (b) Gecko

Figure 18.1: Designed Parent Robots

through a camera and computer vision is under construction.

Furthermore, the mating process for these organisms has been implemented

using network sockets. Every time two of these organisms meet they negotiate

whether they want to mate. Currently they always mate, but in the near future

different mating strategies can be implemented. These mating strategies can be

based on visible characteristics, such as the other organisms’ shape and colour.

However, as we are working with robots, we can also use invisible characteristics,

such as the last achieved fitness of the other organism directly. When organisms

choose to mate they send their genomes to a mating server where they are

recombined and mutated. This results in a build plan for a new organism which

can be 3D printed and constructed. The mating server represents a centralised

birth clinic. However, the evolutionary system is still distributed, as the decision

for mating is made by the organisms themselves.

The goal is to release the parents into our arena and have them produce the

first robot child. Going forward we will study algorithms for gait-learning for

robot babies and test different types of mate selection mechanisms. If all goes

well, someday soon such organisms will live happily ever after.
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